
SECTION 2 - PROCEDURES
2.6 MOTOR CONTROLLER. 

Modes of Operation. 

1. Traction Motor Drive. 

a. Drive in either forward or reverse will start only if
the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. Function switches off. 

2. No procedure or diagnostic faults present. 

3. FWD or REV selected as appropriate. 

b. Once in “drive” mode, activating a function
switch shall not cause drive mode to be exited,
the pump/traction contactor drive shall not be
energized (shall be left at the traction position). If
a function switch is selected during traction, a
procedure fault wil l occur when neutral is
selected, remaining until a function switch and
both directions are no longer selected. 

c. When neutral is selected, the controller will con-
trol smooth stopping of the machine, using plug
braking, before the electric brake is allowed to
operate. 

d. If a function switch is activated in neutral, when
the vehicle has stopped and the brake is
applied, then pump mode will become opera-
tional. 

1. Pump Motor Drive. 

a. Pump motor drive will start only if the following
conditions are satisfied: 

1. FWD and REV switch off. 

2. Traction mode off (brake applied). 

a. Pump drive shall only be enabled when the
direction selector inputs are in neutral and the
machine is stationary. Once pump drive mode
has been entered, then the status of the direc-
tion selector inputs shall no longer interlock
pump operation. If a direction switch is selected
during pump drive, a procedure fault will occur
when the function switch is no longer selected,
remaining until both directions and the function
switch are no longer selected. 

Features. 

1. Features in Traction Mode. 

a. Maximum Speed Control. 

The controller incorporates a function to limit the maxi-
mum speed of the machine to a percentage of maximum
possible speed. The function operates in such a manner
as to control vehicle speed by limiting the percentage on
of the switching device to keep the machine speed below
the maximum permitted value or, if required, to apply vari-
able plug braking to restrict machine speed when travel-
ing down a grade. The speed is controlled based on the
percentage of accelerator input. 

1. Features in Pump Mode. 

a. Proportional Control of Pump Motor Speed. 

The pump motor speed shall be controlled by
varying the percentage on of the switching ele-
ment in relation to a separate pump accelerator
input. 

b. Soft Start. 

The pump motor speed control incorporates a
“soft start” facility by applying acceleration delay
to changes in the applied percentage on of the
switching element. 
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2. General Features. 

a. Diagnostics. 

To obtain flash code, depress footswitch and
repeat operation which caused fault. After fault
occurs, maintain footswitch and function posi-
tion and read flash code. NOTE: Flash code
repeats after pause. 

Flash codes are as follows: 

LED On - Controller Operational. 

LED Off - Internal Fault or Power Not Turned On. 

1 Flash - Internal Fault 

2 Flashes - Procedure Fault. 

(Recycle Footswitch) 

This includes direction or function selected at
power on, or direction and function selected
together. 

3 Flashes - Motor Permanently Low. 

This includes MOSFET short circuit. 

4 Flashes - Motor Permanently High. 

This includes direction or pump/traction contac-
tor welded. 

5 Flashes - Motor Neither Low Nor High. (Open
Circuit) 

This includes direction or pump/traction contac-
tor open circuit, MOSFET open circuit and hard-
ware fail-safe trip. 

 6 Flashes - Faulty Drive Hand Controller. 

This includes drive hand controller greater than
30% at power on, and wire off. Note that the
pump accelerator is not fault detected. 

 
7 Flashes - Low Battery Voltage. 

This includes battery voltage below 13 volts. 

 
8 Flashes - Thermal Cutback, Controller. 

This includes MOSFET temperature above 80
degrees C (176 degrees F). 

10 Flashes - Tachometer Fault. 

When in traction drive with the controller pulsing
at greater than 33% ON for more than 1 second,
the tachometer input shall be monitored. Failure
of the tachometer will result in a 10 flash diag-
nostic fault being raised and the brake applied,
i.e., machine is disabled if tachometer fails. The
fault is only recyclable using the footswitch. 

 
11 Flashes - Tachometer out of calibration. 

Tachometer output is sensed when vehicle is in
neutral failure occurs when at the input to
MOS90: 

1 tachometer PCB output was above 9.0 volts or
below 6 volts. 

Prevents TRACTION and PUMP modes. 

NOTE: Refer to Figure 2-1, Troubleshooting Flow Charts, for
specific troubleshooting information. 
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1.   At battery connection, the LED should not illumi-
nate. At key ON, the LED should illuminate steadily. If
the LED      illuminates and remains steady, but no
drive can be selected, contact JLG Service Depart-
ment. 

2.   1 FLASH - Internal Fault. (Replace MOS90) 

3.   2 FLASHES - Procedure Fault. (Recycle Foot-
switch)
           - Illegal start up sequence, 2 directions selected,
pump selected.
           - Drive inhibited.
            - Flashes until fault is cleared. 

4.   3 FLASHES - Motor Permanently Low.
           - Point ‘A’ < 7V in neutral, or < 7V for 15mS in
drive, or contactor coil short circuit or brake coil.

           - Drive & pump inhibited.
            - Recycle to neutral to clear. 

Figure 2-1.  Sevcon Controller Troubleshooting Flow 
Charts. (Sheet 1 of 4).

5.   4 FLASHES  - Motor Permanently High.
            - Direction contactor welded. (Point ‘A’ within 6V
of B + ve in neutral).
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            - Drive inhibited.
             - Flashes in neutral until fault is cleared. 

6.   5 FLASHES  - Motor Neither Low Nor High. (Open
Circuit)
            - Direction contactors (or line contactor) did not
close.
            - Point ‘A’ not within 6V of B + ve after 500mS.
            - Drive inhibited.

             - Flashes until fault is cleared, when contactor
closes. 

NOTE: If recycling to neutral does not clear the fault, then
the fail-safe is due to an S/C contactor coil and the
key switch must be recycled (and coil replaced). 

Figure 2-1.  Sevcon Controller Troubleshooting Flow 
Charts. (Sheet 2 of 4).

7.   6 FLASHES  - Drive Hand Controller Fault.
            - 3.5-0V Input: Voltage <2.5V on power up.
            - Voltage >4.5V in drive.
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            - Controller drives at minimum speed.
             - Flashes in drive until fault cleared. 

 8.   7 FLASHES  - Low Battery Voltage - Battery Volt-
age < 13V.

             - Drive inhibited.
               - Recycle to neutral to clear flashes. 

Figure 2-1.  Sevcon Controller Troubleshooting Flow 
Charts. (Sheet 3 of 4).

9.   8 FLASHES  - Thermal Cutback, Controller.
            - Heat sink temperature > 80 degrees C (176
degrees F).
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            - (Current limit will be zero at 90 degrees C [194
degrees F]).
              - Allow unit to cool down, to clear flashing. 

10.   10 FLASHES  - Tachometer Fault. 
                                   - Controller > 33%, no tachometer
output for 1 second.

NOTE: If the machine is operated at a very slow speed or
stalled when climbing a grade of 20% or greater, a
10 flash fault will occur. Recycle footswitch to
recover. 

11.   11 FLASHES  - Tachometer out of calibrate.
                                    - Pin voltage @ MOS90 above 9
volts or below 6 volts when in neutral. 

Figure 2-1.  Sevcon Controller Troubleshooting Flow 
Charts. (Sheet 4 of 4).
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